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SUMMARY

E-Bull Coin will be launched in 2020 and will be listed on the main
exchanges of cryptocurrencies. E-Bull Coin is a world currency and the
currency of choice for investors.
E-Bull Coin has advanced technology that develops and enhances the
basic functionality of pioneering cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, adopting
an innovative model for currency appreciation and sharing.
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1- PAYMENTS SOLUTIONS
1.1 HISTORY OF PAYMENTS SOLUTIONS
Money is a fundamental part of society and the great responsible for
making the economy turn. It is so intrinsic in our day to day that we can’t
imagine a world where it is not present, but it has not always been so.
Technology has completely changed the way we communicate, drive and
pay. From the exchange of goods to payment via NFC were many years
and important transformations.

Until the emergence of money, barter was the main way of doing
business. Food, animals and services were the main currencies of exchange
and there was no notion of value equivalence.

Each one changed what he had for what he needed. The great
difficulty in this system, besides transportation, was to find someone who
was looking for what was offered and offering what was wanted.

From the moment some products became more sought after than
others, they became currency. This happened with salt, for example. Being
a difficult item to acquire and of great use for preserving food, it was
considered quite valuable. In some regions people were paid with salt, and
that is why the term “salary” came up.
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Many products have been used over the years until the discovery of
the metal. Because it is rare, hard to come by and durable, it has served
perfectly as a coin, in its natural state or in the form of jewelry and weapons.
The value varied according to the abundance of the material, the rarer, the
more valuable.

Over time, the coins began to be minted with standardized weight
and value. In the beginning, the value corresponded to the material used to
make it. With the evolution of the technique, other materials began to be
used in the confection and they became worth what was engraved on the
face and not the material that had been used in the preparation.

Keeping possessions with goldsmiths became a common practice
among people, and that is how the first ballots came up. The paper issued
as guarantee came to be used as payment, circulating among people.
Later, the banks began to issue and to regulate the ballots. Coins came to
be used as a change.

Since then, a lot has changed and always with the help of technology.
With the emergence of plastic cards and electronic payments, bills are
being used less and less. And the tendency is that it will decrease even
more.

Despite the evolution of means of payment, there are still some
obstacles to these traditional means, such as the high fees charged by
payment platforms and card machines, as well as taxes levied by the
government for currency transactions between people.
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1.2 HIGH PROFIT CRYPTO PAYMENTS SOLUTIONS
From this scenario we can list some points where E-Bull Coin will present
solutions aligned with the future of the digital payments market:

- Digital Infrastructure
With the blockchain network, we will create a decentralized ecosystem
that guarantees security and stability. The network will operate 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year, operating without interruptions and without taxes.

- Popularization of the use of digital money
We will create tools and benefits for users and marketing campaigns with
an affiliate plan and aggressive rewards. In addition, our portfolio will be
user friendly, simplifying the use of EBL.

- Lower costs
The more users E-Bull Coin has, the lower the costs of network deployment.

- First cryptocurrency with a reserve fund
Through the reserve fund, we will create a tool to stabilize the currency
where it will be reserved 10% of everything that is sold in the investment
program, forming a reserve so that HPX exchange can validate a minimum
market value for EBL. The more people who use our network, the greater
the market value of E-Bull Coin.
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2- CRYPTOCURRENCIES TECHNOLOGY
2.1 BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Bitcoin created the blockchain. From it we can carry out peer-to-peer
transactions without the intervention of third parties, with total security,
initiating the era of cryptocurrencies.
The technology has been evolving since 2009 and several projects have
presented different applications for the decentralized registration of
information.

Blockchain

is a book of public accounting records, where all

transactions performed between parts of the network can be audited.
Thus it is impossible to adulterate or falsify your data, anyone with internet
access can track a transaction and know its status in real time. This
technology eliminates the need for a third party in the process to certify
the truthfulness of the information.

The network is decentralized. This means that the information is
not owned by any private or governmental institution. Each computer
running the software has a copy of the entire logbook. If a computer loses
its information or has Internet access the network will remain operational
and intact because all other members have data backup. Synchronization
between network computers is instantaneous and automatic.
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Security and transparency are characteristics of the blockchain.
All transactions performed on the network are approved by means of a
distributed consensus. This ensures that each computer connected to the
network confirms a new transaction, based on the data in the blockchain.
Therefore, each transaction requires a history that guarantees its veracity.

All computers must agree to this record. No isolated computer can
create a record on the network. If attempted, this false record will not exist
in the transaction book of all other computers, so the attempt to write will
not be allowed and that member will be banned. The distributed consensus
ensures security by having the network itself oversee transactions without
human intervention or any other third party system.
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2.2 E- BULL COIN TECHNOLOGY
The designer behind E-Bull Coin unites several tools and layers by
bringing together various differentiation features that have been created
in the system which promises to generate more performance compared to
other existing systems, ensuring greater security and profitability, solving
the current cryptographic problems that exists.

For the administration of investments, a smart platform will be created,
configured and developed for this function. The client’s initial investment
will be recorded and used for the development of the currency itself.
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2.2.1 E-BULL COIN PHASES
High Profit Crypto aims to be an environment fully integrated with
the needs of the community. From this prediction, the development of
the blockchain meets all the requirements of functionality and security.
Demonstrates the project steps sequentially.

ICO
The Initial Coin Offering is the phase to raise funds to make the project
viable and profitable.

BETANET
Phase focused on reducing the impact to users, performing usability tests.
All HPX Crypto features will be available to the user.

MAINNET
Release of source code repositories and delivery of the consensus system
to the HPX Crypto community.

IMPLEMENTATION AND ADOPTION PHASE
At this stage, the community will be able to acquire EBL’s and start operating
with its trading partners.
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3- HPX BUSINESS STRATEGY

3.1 INITIAL COIN OFFERING
E-Bull Coin introduces a new ICO model to the community. In recent
years, investors have seen many projects raise millions of dollars at ICO and
fail to deliver an operational blockchain. Many teams get large amounts of
the collected values and do not continue the projects until the final stages.

HPX understands that the best marketing strategy is mass adoption.
Soon, users will receive as a bonus the bulk of ICO’s revenue, so that each
user is an E-Bull Coin ambassador. This partnership aims to promote the
project and expand the boundaries, boosting the user community.

3.2 ICO PHASES
All users of the investment program will have their invested amounts
converted into EBL’s. The fixed quote will be sent to the EBL's wallet of all
users. From this moment, all the E-Bull Coin values of the virtual offices
will be sent to the EBL portfolio of all users, from this moment the market
will determine their valuation, remembering that the reserve fund will
guarantee a minimum value for EBL of 0.003 BTC (guaranteed value of
purchase within exchange Bullniex).
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4- ROAD MAP

- February 2018

Beginning of Creation: The first draft of the
project was written and the idea began to be
put into practice.

- December 2018

Project and Site Launch: here is our brand
zero. After months of planning, the High
Profit Crypto project takes shape and is launched on the internet.

- January 2019

Investment Launch: Investments in HPX
Crypto and E-Bull Coin will be released to
interested investors.

- December 2019

Expansion
We have a target of 100,000 investors by the
end of 2019.

- February 2020

Beginning of mining: start of the E-Bull coin
mining process.
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- December 2020

Headquarters: official launch of the operational headquarters in Bangkok, Thailand, where exchange operations will also be managed
and regulated.

- January 2021

End of the investment program: completion
of the High Profit Crypto system, consequently the investment program and affiliates.

- January 2021

Launch of the portfolio: launch of the first
version of Bull Wallet, E-Bull currency wallet.
Through it all users will receive the quantities
of E-Bull Coin purchased through the investment program.

- March 2021

Exchange launch: This will be the main platform for EBL negociations, which will be
E-Bull’s main marketing source. Main focus
of EBL negotiations, where the minimum
market value will also be guaranteed through
the reserve fund collected in the investment
program.

- April 2021

Negotiations around the world
At this stage we believe that E-Bull will already have great value in the market and will
be negotiated by big players of the world of
the cryptocurrencies.
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5- REVOLUTION OF FUNDS

5.1 RESERVE FUND
One of the biggest problems in the mass adoption of cryptocurrencies
is the high volatility of the market.

The crypto derivative market is still small compared to the older
assets. At its all-time high of 2017, the value of all cryptocurrencies
reached approximately $ 880 billion. In the Forex market, approximately
2.5 trillion dollars are traded in a single day. The low volume traded with
cryptocurrencies allows some wealthy investors to manipulate prices.
This is a daily scenario in the world of speculative investments, but such
manipulation damages business in general.
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5.2 HPX RESERVE FUND
Constant volatility can be detrimental to a company’s balance sheet.
One of the advantages of fiduciary coins lies in the fact that the market
price does not change sharply over time.

To avoid this problem, E-Bull Coin implements the reserve fund. This
fund aims to store 10% of the purchases made in the investment program
to ensure a minimum market value for EBL in the Exchange Bullniex.

The EBL’s reserved for the fund will be converted into bitcoin, thus
creating a backup reserve with the main cryptocurrency in the market. This
reserve will reduce the changes in the EBL exchange rate relative to bitcoin,
making it more stable as its commercial use increases.
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6- INVESTMENT PROGRAM
In addition to the blockchain’s native technological advances, HPX
Crypto presents a reward system for users who work to promote the use
of our investment platform and consequently the E-Bull Coin. Investments
made through the program will be boosted by up to 8 levels deep, and will
provide earnings through profit sharing for users who excel in the program.
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7- CONTACTS
For more information, access our website:
www.hpxcrypto.com
or contact us through our email: info@hpxcrypto.com
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CREATING A NEW WAY TO INVEST.
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